
Chinese tourists’motivation, needs,
expectations and behaviour

Chinese tourists at the Golden Temple in Amritsar, India. Picture: AFP



Every Traveller Carries His or Her Cultural Backpack

Chinese culture has evolved over a long period of time, but 
has been shaken by the rapid development of the last few
decades. Nevertheless, some key features can be identified:

• The pursuit of prestige and status enhancement, fear of losing 
“face”. 面子–mian zi

• Hierarchy (status, age) matters more than gender.
• Flexibility is more important than sticking to a plan.

• Behaviour is strongly related to collective values and group 
membership.



Face – one of important elements in Chinese culture

 Gained: good education, career achivement, unique 
experience, etc.

 Lost/saved: point out the mistakes in public
 Given: show respect, address the other party by using their 

social status, etc.
 Losing face is a very serious embarrassment



Refusing Is a Politeness- SAVE FACE

Chinese find "no" 
difficult to say. They 
may say "maybe" or 
"we'll see" in order 
to save face. 



Every Traveller Carries His or Her Cultural Backpack

All travellers bring their own culturally-influenced ideas 
and behaviour with them, not only the Chinese –

everyone does. Learning about the cultural 
background of different Chinese visitors (and your 

own!) avoids misunderstandings and is the foundation
for providing satisfactory services.



Every Traveller Carries His or Her Cultural Backpack

Behaviour and expectations of travellers from various 
international source markets differ greatly from each other 
since they all carry their own cultural backpack.

Many aspects of this cultural background may not even be
consciously known to the Chinese travellers themselves,
especially if they have limited experience in international 
contacts.



Chinese Patriotism

中Chinese history records date back 3,500 years. China is not
the world’s most ancient civilisation, but claims to be one
of the longest to have continually existed.

中Chinese people are very proud of the many surviving
monuments from their glorious past; therefore, the
Chinese are not particularly excited by foreign sights
that boast only a few hundred years of history.



Acceptance as “Global Citizen” and Demanding
China-Specific Services – at the Same Time

中Numerous scandals, such as the defacing of an ancient Egyptian 
monument by a Chinese teenager, have resulted in criticism from 
both the government and thousands of netizens on Chinese social
media.

中Experienced travellers insist on not being put in the same basket as
their countryside cousins, who are often
regarded as superstitious or lacking in 
proper behaviour.

中Experienced travellers wish to be
recognised as “global travellers”, yet still 
desire a Chinese style of comfort and 
convenience.



Hierarchy 
Confucianism - The importance of age, status and gender

Confucianism
- a ethical and philosophical system, not a religion!



Confucianism – Ren, Yi, Li, Zhi and Xin 

Confucius is the greatest and the most significant 
thinker in Chinese History. The five most important ideal 
ethics are ren, yi, li, zhi and xin.

 Ren - kind and generosity, teaches people to be caring, thoughtful and 
selfless. 

 Yi - when others are in troubles, we should help them out of the problems.
 Li - Being polite and respectful. 
 Zhi explains wise person, who deliberate and understand daily life.

 Xin is belief and trust. Lying is behavior of shame and disgrace.



CONFUCIANISM- LI Being polite and respectful

The concept of filial piety (Xiao) and the rules of proper 
behaviour (Li) play an important role in Chinese society.

Xiao is the virtue of respect for one’s parents and ancestors. 
With the one-child policy, however, the child is now ofter the 
center of love and affection of parents and grandparents.



CONFUCIANISM – Li Being polite and respectful

How to give business card?
Use both hands to give and receive a business card
Give your business card with your two hands, with your name 
facing the person (so he or she can read) and bow a little your 
head.
It is disrespectful to write on their business cards
Write one side in English and the other in Chinese.
personally give your cards to anyone surrounding you, even if 
there are a lot of people. Do not leave a box for people to pick 
it up!



CONFUCIANISM – Li Being polite and respectful

 Li - Being polite and respectful. Li emphasized the proper 
behaviour expected of individuals based on their roles and 
placement in society.



Individualism Within the Group

中Most Chinese will start their “career” as international 
travellers by taking part in a package tour. They prefer 
the comfort and safety of a group to individual 
freedom, since it is much easier to overcome cultural 
distance and language barriers. (i.e.Chinese agency 
packages)

中More sophisticated travellers will seek authentic 
experiences, yet still within the framework of their 
particular peer group.


